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The decentralisation power has Allowed E-NFT  to flourish as a
community-driven project with markedly engaged holders and rapid
growth on a daily basis.

Released December 2021, on the BINANCE SMART Chain network,
the E-NFT   project has been iteratively built by financial and
creatives people. 
Artists, designers, web developers, art galleries, and more have
contributed their talents to help E-NFT  grow into an inspirational
model of art and bussiness.  

The project has become a unique social experiment in witch the
investisors and art lover are integrated into the project both from
the community and development standpoint.

Art and culture are part of our life and characterise the society in
which we live. We believe in the importance of maintaining and
spreading them throughout the world, in the value of cultural
exchange, in the fusion and share of ideas, styles and artistic areas.
We believe in the uniqueness and eternity of art and in the value of
community to carry out projects in all fields and also obtain great
financial results. 
 

INTRODUCTION



Token name is Earnft 
Symbol is E-NFT 
1.000.000.000 initial total supply
3% is the transaction fee distributed to all
holders 
2% is the transaction fee use to buyback tokens
on sell.  
The maximum transaction allowed is 1% of the
supply. 

 



PROJECT
Hold E-NFT  earn NFTs 

E-NFT  collaborate with leading contemporary art galleries and
have negotiated that 10% of holders (minimum 1 000 000 E-
NFT  in wallet and 1 year holder)  receive through a raffle
system an NFT artwork worth at least 1 ETH. 

Passive staking rewards 
As per contract, E-NFT  holders automatically receive a
distribution from 3% of each transaction of the Yaffa token. This
function is a unique and easy way for holders to receive
rewards directly to their wallet without the need to stake or
farm on other platforms. This saves gas fees and allows
compounding with ease of mind. The passive staking rewards
from holdiing E-NFT  increase rapidly as E-NFT  gains more
recognition and thus more transaction volume. 

Also Buyback-and-burn programs support long term price
stability and value growth.



With E-NFT , for people who have purchased any NFTs on any
platform you will be able to create your own lottery. 
You will enter information such as the start and end date, the
number of tickets and the ticket price. 
For the moment only NFTs on the ethereum blockchain will be
supported but our goal is to include other blockchains such as
Polygon or Solana. 

E-NFT  will only charge a maximum of 0.5% for creating your
lottery and only if you sell. You will have to take into account the
gas as well as the tokens to pay the ChainLink network in order
to select a lottery winner.
We ll use Chainlink VRF to randomly select a winner. 
Our Code for the raffles will be totally Open-Source 

LOTTERY

CRYPTONAUT NFT & GAMING 



VALUES AND SECURITY 

E-NFT  is safe by design. Furthermore, half of the total supply was
burnt into a dead adress in the project’s beginning. It’s impossible
to modify the E-NFT 's contract. With the help of investisor’s
donations, the E-NFT  smart contract will be professionaly audited
by TechRate. 
Also anti-whale mechanics are adding to the contract: the
maximum trasaction allowed is 1% of the supply. 

Transparency Community
E-NFT  is decentralized and

supported by a community of
enthusiasts. We encourage

consistent open communication
and believe trust, transparency,

and community are the 3 pillars to
building professional success.

 

 E-NFT  is one of the fastest
growing communities in crypto.

We believe that only united we are
strong.

Community is everything and
YAFFA strives to promote unity

within the team.
 

TRUST
For success in business, trust is

paramount. That means full
transparency not only in the

community and development but
also in security efforts.

 

Longevity
E-NFT  is in for the long haul. The

decentralized community is
fostering and adopting long term

development and efforts which will
be consistently beneficial to all

involved.
 



ROADMAP 
Q1

Contract Deployment
 

Website and branding
 

Social media channels
 

2000 Telegram
members

 
Whitepaper

 

Q3

Q2

Q4

Artists selection first NFT drop 
 

Airdrop of E-NFT 
 

Advertising and Marketing 
 

Pancakeswap listing test 
 

4 000 Telegram members
 

Pre-Sale 
 

 NFTs raffle system development 
 

Advertising and Marketing 
 

5 000 NFTS "Cryptonaut" 
 

Telegram/Twitter community
 

 
NFT lottery 

 
Marketing / Influencers

 
Listing on exchanges 

 
50 K - 100 k Holders

 
Lauch Cryptonaut Game 

 



TEAM

Ludovic Maas Olivier Tiltman Mathilde Swan
Artist and designer Entrepreneur in Art 

Gallery owner 

web engineer

Artists, designers, web developers, art galleries, data analysts,
collectors, tech advisor that helps us in the growth and

development of  
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